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ABSTRACT

Table I: DIH-D Achieved Parameters
(not simultaneous,

_E is global)

This paper summarizes the recent DIH-D experimental
results and the development of the relevant hardware systems. The DIII-D program focuses on divertor solutions for
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next generation tokamaks such as International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor (ITER) and Tokamak
Physics Experiment (TPX), and on developing configura-
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12,5%

_
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tions with enhanced confinement and stability properties
that will lead to a more compact and economical fusion
reactor. The DIII-D program carries out this research in an
integrated fashion.
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DIII-D is operated by General Atomics with extensive
national and international collaboration (Appendix A). It is
the second largest magnetic fusion facility in the US. The

W
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0.48 S, (PHEAT" 4 MW)

DIII-D tokamak parameters are summarized in Table I and
a cross section of the device is shown in Fig. 1. The plasma
parameters have improved over the years as we have gained
a better understanding of the plasma and as new tokamak
hardware has been added. Last year carbon tiles were
installed on the outer wall of the vacuum vessel, so the
walls are now completely covered with carbon tiles. After
the tile installation, VH-mode I was obtained for the first
time with unboronized walls in DIII-D. A cryopump was
installed under divertor baffle plates at the same time, and it
has allowed control of the plasma density during H-mode
plasmas. A new digital plasma control system has allowed
control of plasma parameters: total stored energy in the
plasma, antenna loading for the ion cyclotron heating (ICH)
system, and plasma density. Two new 24 channel bolometer arrays have been added to the diagnostics on DIII-D.
The arrays cover the whole plasma with the view optimized
for the divertor region. Infrared (IR) cameras have been
added that measure power lost to the inner wall, the ceiling,
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10.3 s

); 1020 _
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and the divertor floor. An edge Motionai Stark Effect
(MSE) diagnostic has been added to the central MSE to get
more of the current profile at the plasma edge.
Three new subsystems are currently being installed
on the DIII-D tokamak. The installation of a six section
coil (C-coil) will allow control of non-axisymmetric
contributions to the magnetic feld. The first four and most
important sections have been completed. This coil will
decrease the minimum plasma density at which DIII-D can
operate. Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) has
completed the installation of a three barrel pellet injector on
DIII-D. The pellet injector can deliver up to eight pellets
during a plasma shot of three different sizes (1.8 ram,
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the power flow. In these experiments,3,4 both deuterium
and neon were puffed into the plasma edge and significant
heat reductionat thedivenor plate was observed.Gas injection into awith
double-nullconfigurationshowedgood
heatflux
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a modest decrease in the energy confinement
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both L-mode and H-mode plasmas.By varying the outer
strike point position, the fuel particle exhaust rate can be
varied.7 Exhaust rates between 5 and 50 Torr-i/s were
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Fig. 1. Cross section view of the DIII-D device showing
the flux surfaces of a divertor configuration,

2.7 mm, and 4 mm in diameter). Two new ORNL fast
wave current dri _e antennas, provided by ORNL, have been
installed in the DIH-D vessel in addition to one existing
antenna. When commissioned in the second half of 1994,
these two new rf systems will add 4 MW of power to the
DIII-D ICH system, which will have
capability of 6MW total when completed,

a total system

During the past year the divertor experiments 2 have
focused on areas of active heat and particle control as well
as studies of divertor target erosion. The confinement studies focused on the impact of plasma shape on energy confinement. This has allowed us to determine a plasma shape
compatible with the installation of a Radiative Divertor in
the DIII-D vacuum vessel, and wall stabilization of high
beta discharges. The fast wave current drive experiments
were focused on maximizing the noninductively driven part
of the plasma current,

achievedafter the H-mode transition, without gas puffing.
Neutral beam fueling was -5 to 10 Torr-l/s. Resulting core
plasma density reductions of up to a factor of two were observed. In a series of experiments, this technique was used
to separately control the density and current in H-mode
plasmas° The preliminary analysis 8 has resulted in a scaling
for the energy confinement time 'cE,which is approximately
linear in current and a weak density dependence; XE--I0.94n0.13
P
e "
Divertor pumping has a profound effect on the core
plasma. The profiles evolve for the first two sexonds after
the pumping is turned on before reaching a quasi steady
state. The density decreases and the temperature increases
keeping the stored plasma energy nearly unchanged
(Fig. 2). With pumping, the scrape-off layer (SOL) density
and the D(x line intensities upstream from the divertor
decrease at all poloidal positions, 10 whereas the heat
deposition profile at the in-board divertor strike point
sharpens, and the peak electron temperature and the total"
heat load increases.

The transport of helium ash (or other impurities)
through the plasma to the edge is important to the operation
of ignited DT devices so that the helium density does not
build up and impede the fusion reaction. Experiments done

DIVERTOR EXPERIMENTS

in DIII-D have used argon frost on the divertor cryopump
to pump helium. 11 Without helium pumping, the helium

Controlling the power flow to the divertor and achieving effective particle removal are key issues for next generation divertor configurations. Experiments using gas injection into the plasma edge have been effective at controlling

density after a single gas puff rises and comes to a constant
level, which indicates that the helium recycling coefficient
is approximately one. Using helium pumping _(Fig. 3), the
helium confinement time in the vessel _'He/_'_ = 8-11.

12

"

When helium glow discharge
_

pared, one with and one without pumping. Most of the wall
part,tie loading occurs during the plasma current ramp
when the injected gas rate and the plasma density are inThis is demonstrated in Fig. 4, where two shots are corncreasing. By the end of the discharge, the wall inventory, as
deduced from the difference between the external particle
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2
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sources and sinks, has increased by nearly 150Torr-l.
When divertor pumping is applied and equilibrium is
reached (after 3 s), the exhaust rate is approximately equal
to the neutral beam particle source, suggesting that the ini-
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vertor and vessel armor behave as a strong particle sink.
charges is used to prepare the vessel walls, the graphite di-
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A typical heat load distribution on the divertor target
area in DIII-D is shown in Fig. 5, which shows two peaks
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corresponding to the inner and the outer strike point of the
divertor. The high heat load to the divertor target areas can
be reduced by s.weeping the strike point across the area or
by impurity and hydrogen radiation. Success of the latter

12

Fig. 2. Divertor pumping during ELMing H-mode
reduces plasma density and increases plasma temperature,
This ratio is a measure of the effectiveness ot alpha particle
removal in a fusion reactor. Reactor studies indicate that

technique depends on the ability to contain the radiation to
a region mostly outside of the central region of the plasma
such that the core confinement does not degrade. During
the last year, both D2 injection and neon injection experiments 3,4 have been conducted in ELMing H-mode plasma

this ratio THe r E should be in the range 7 to 15 for effective helium ashr_moval. The DIII-D result indicates that
ELMing H-mode discharges are acceptable for a reactor
from a helium removal standpoint,

in DRI-D. The deuterium injection increases the divertor
radiation by virtue of increasing the density and lowering
the temperature in the vicinity of the target plate, whereas
the neon radiates both in the divertor plasma and in a thin
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Helium exhaust in ELMing H-mode plasmas with and without pumping.
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inventory.Shot l--umpumped plasma; Shot 2--pumped plasma.
"mantle" region just inside the separatrix.A 5-10 fold reduction in the divenor heat flux has been measuredwhen
deuteriumor impurities are puffed into the divenor region,
During this time the plasma pressuremeasuredat the diverfor plate by a Langmuir probe array is less than that measured by a movable Langmuir probe and Thomson scattering near the midplane; from these measurements we infer
that plasma momentum is removedand it should therefore
be possible to reduce divertor plate erosion in fusion
reactors,
. :
CONFINEMENTSTUDIES
Experimentsto explore the long-time evolution of noninductive, high Bp plasmas in the DIII-D tokamak have

identifieda new quiescent, high performanceregime of operation.13 These experiments were carried out at low current (400-800 kA) with medium power neutral beam injection (3-10 MW). The quiescent regime is characterized by
q0 >2 and moderate internal inductance ti (-1.3). !it is
reached by slow relaxation of the current profile on a resistire time scale. As the profiles relax, q0 rises and ti falls.
When q0 goes above =2, MHD activity disappears, and the
stored energy rises. Most dramatic is the strong peaking of
the central density, which increases by as much as a factor
of two. The improvedcentral confinement appearssimilar.
to the PEP/reversedcentral shear/second core stable modes
seen in other tokamakexperiments,14,15,16but, in thiscase
without external intervention or transient excitation. At
highercurrent asimilar, but slower, relaxationis seen. Also
notable about these discharges is the behavior of the edge
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Fig. 5.

Power distribution on the divertor plate.

and SOL. The ELMs, as seen previously, are small and
very rapid (up to 1 kHz). The SOL exhibits high density
(21 × 1019 m-3), which shows little or no fall-off with radius. Also, the power deposition at the divertor target surface is very broad, up to four times the width usually seen
in ELMing H-mode. This regime is of particular interest
for the development of steady-state tokamak operating seenarios, for TPX, ITER, and future power plants.

well. They exhibited longer L-mode duration prior to the
L-H transition, shorter ELM-free periods, no "spin-up" of
toroidai velocity, and considerably lower plasma parameters compared to the plasmas discussed above.
WALL STABILIZATION OF HIGH BETA
DISCHARGES
Recent high beta discharges

The effect of plasma shape on confinement was studied
in a series of experiments,17 float motivated for a modification focused on four shapes with different plasma elongation K and triangularity 8: A) K = 2.1, 5 = 0.9 (the standard
DIII-D double-null configuration),
B) K = 1.8, _ = 0.8,
C) 1<= 2.1, 5 --'-0.3, D) K = 1.8, 5 = 0.3, (V_g.6). The principal result of the experiments is that plasma triangularity is
critical to plasma performance. Whether the plasma is single or double-null is not important, aside from the accompanying limitations on _i. For shape B, [)'c = 1.3%-s was
achieved compared to the best value of 1.7 in shape A (5 is
almost the same in the two shales). Similar values of 6,

wall can stabilize the ideal n=l kink mode for times much
longer than the resistive penetration time of the wall, and
beta values up to 12.5% (Fig. 7) were obtained.18 Plasma
rotation is required for stabilization by the wall; when the
rotation rate near the edge of the plasma decreases, a nonrotating instability appears and leads to degradation or
disruption of the discharge.

[3N,Ti(0), Te(0), and nD(0)Ti(0) ¢_ were achieved in both.
Plasmas with low triangularity (5-< 0.4) did not perform

ments of the current profile using the Motional Stark Effect
diagnostics. These discharges were operated in a full sized

Ideal stability analysis shows that these discharges are
beyond the beta limit calculated without a wall. The stability analysis has been aided by accurate equilibrium reconstructions, made possible by, among other things measure-
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indicate that a resistive
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double-null divertor configuration with low internal induc-

Ip"2,06 _

Ii)- 1.75 II_

tance
in order
maximize that
the coupling
to the invacuum
vessel £iwall.
Onetodischarge
was analyzed
detail
reached a normalized beta [iN = [i/(I/aB)= 3.8, more than
30% greater than the maximum predicted either by ideal
stability analysis or by the empirical scaling tin = 4 £i. 19 In
this discharge, the safety factor q was maintained well
above unity, eliminating the m/n = 1/1 internal kink mode.
For equilibria within the constraints of the experimental
data, the discharge is calculated to be unstable without a
wall but stable with a conducting wall at the position of the
vacuum vessel. The wall stabilization is maintained for a
duration of more than 10 wall penetration times.

8-0,9

Ip-l._l_

The discharge with 13= 12.5% is also calculated to be
unstable without a wall. Its value of normalized beta, tin =
4.3, is again significantly greater than the value 2.9 expected from the empirical scaling. Here the central safety
factor is less than unity, and the presence of a conducting
wall at the position of the vacuum vessel does not completely stabilize the n=l mode. However, the predicted
growth rate is reduced by an order of magnitude and the
mode becomes more internal in character. This remaining
internal n=l mode is consistent with the observation of
sawteeth in this discharge.

_-I.ZlM
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Theoretical calculations support the conclusion that a
resistive wall can stabilize ideal instabilities if the plasma is
rotating. While the simple theoretical models have preFig. 6.

Recent DIII-D shape studies,

dieted an unstable "resistive wall mode" even in the presence of plasma rotation, more recent theories show that
complete wall stabilization is possible if the plasma rotates
at a fraction of the sound speed at the edge, as is the usual
case for neutral beam heated discharges in DIII-D. Many of
the discharges with low ti and high [iN are terminated by a
non-rotating mode with m/n=2/l or 3/1, which appears as
the rotation speed decreases near the edge of the plasma,
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that a resistive wall can lead to significantly increased beta
limit, provided that sufficient plasma rotation is maintained.
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FAST WAVE CURRENT DRIVE
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Experiments using inductive modifications of the cur0.0
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rent profile have demonstrated transiently that contral of

Fig. 7. Wall stabilized discharges exceed the empirical
DFN 3D ti scaling,

hancedthe
profile
is very effective
in achieving
regimes
of en-is
confinement
and stability.
The DIII-D
program
developing rf current drive techniques including ion
cyclotron fast waves and electron cyclotron waves for
steady state current profile modifications.

l.

"1 (_aE_)

Fast wave current drive (FWCD) experiments, with
Fast wave (F3V) powers of up to 1.55 MW have emphasized maximizing the fraction of noninductive current
drive. 20 Three types of FWCD experiments have been performed, the first was with constant plasma current and
electron cyclotron heating (ECH) heating, the second was

1.0

with a ramped down plasma current and ECH heating, and

k0|t

Wll_Oo..FW_l_lm
P_,{lU_
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_.__.._

I

U
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...........

injection.
the third condition was high _p H-mode with neutral beam
In the first set of FWCD experiments, the plasma current was scanned from 0.2 MA to 0.5 MA to determine the
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electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) + FWCD] was
maximized. 1.2 MW of 60 GHz ECH power were used in
these experiments to preheat the electrons and to contribute
current
at rf
which
thedrive.
non-inductive
fraction
[bootstrap
+
additional
current
The divertor
cryopump
was used
to maintain a low plasma density. Preliminary analysis in-

1.0s-

dicates that optimal conditions were obtained around Ip =

U V[-'V_,,,(m_

0.3 MA, where 60% to 70% of the plasma current was
driven non-inductively during the period when the FW and
ECH power were overlapped (Fig. 8).
The second set of exFeriments combining Ip-ramps
with FWCD obtained even better results. For these experiments, the plasma current was ramped down from 0.4 MA
to around 0.2 MA during combined ECH and FW injection,
The Ip-ramp technique created a high ti discharge with
relatively high stored energy ([3p > l). After the current
ramp down, the surface loop voltage was observed to
remain negative on several shots as long as high power
ECH and co-FW were applied. Changing the fast wave
antenna phasing from co-current drive phasing to a nondirectional phasing resulted in a more positive loop voltage,
These results indicate that (1) complete non-inductive
current drive was achieved, albeit for a short period
(200 ms), and (2) the amount of current drive depends upon
the FW antenna phasing. The measured FWCD efficiency
for the full current drive cases is in reasonable agreement
with theoretical calculations,
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Fig. 8. The measured one turn voltage is compared to
two calculated values assuming only heating from the
FW. The fact thtat the measured value is negative, shows
that the plasma is non-inductively driven.
SUMMARY

The third set of experiments investigated the effect of
fast waves in neutral beam heated, high [_pH-mode plasmas. The fast wave coupling was very sensitive to the ELM
behavior, as expected. When the ELMs were small and
grassy, over 1 MW of counter-FW power was coupled to
the plasma; the confinement of this discharge was slightly
better (10%) than JET/DIII-D
scaling would predict,
Counter-FWCD appeared to increase the surface loop

The DIII-D research data are providing important
results for the design of the next-generation of tokamaks.
The divertor experiments have shown that the peak heat
load to the divertor target plates can be reduced
substantially by radiating the power and reducing the
momentum of the plasma in the SOL. The experiments
have also shown that the helium can be removed from the
central plasma at a sufficient rate so the helium ash does
not build up and impede the fusion reaction. A new
quiescent, performance regime of operations, which might
be of interest for TPX has been identified, and wall
stabilization has been shown to be important for rotating
high beta plasmas. The confinement studies have further
shown that triangularity is critical to plasma performance.
The optimal shape for the DIII-D plasma with a more
highly specialized divertor installed has been determined on
this basis. Fast Wave Current Drive has been shown to be

voltage, although this resulted in large ELMs that made
high power FW injection difficult,

effective in Dill-D, and exciting results are expected witfi
the upgrade of the Fast Wave power capability.
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